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Introducing ProQuest Rialto™

ProQuest Rialto™ is modernizing selection and acquisition to enable librarians to buy what they need and use what they buy. Rialto™ is a groundbreaking approach that creates a seamless, unified workflow across the library, as search-to-discovery flows smoothly and automatically within Ex Libris Alma.

“This is about reimagining how libraries select and acquire content in ways never before possible, solving longstanding pain points and inefficiencies in the library,” said Oren Beit-Arie, ProQuest Chief Strategy Officer. “Rialto is focused on addressing library and user needs. Its comprehensive marketplace enables the selection of non-ProQuest and ProQuest content of all types, putting choice in the library and aligning with our core value of supporting openness.”

Ten universities have partnered with ProQuest to create a next-generation solution that bridges selection and acquisition. These universities will help guide the development of Rialto™ to address librarians’ most common pain points and ensure it is just what librarians need. Additional development partners from Australia and New Zealand will join the team in 2019.

Through benchmark analytics, recommendations and a massive, comprehensive marketplace with content of all types—books, ebooks, video and more—from a variety of vendors, Rialto™ will give librarians the tools they need to be more effective and efficient.

ProQuest Rialto™ will create a unified experience for Ex Libris Alma users to work across multiple vendors, support emerging acquisition models and deliver analytics to make informed decisions that convey the full, vibrant value of the library. Get excited—the anticipated launch is 2020!

Visit go.proquest.com/pqrialto for the latest news and updates.
Introducing ProQuest One Academic

One Unified Experience, Four Extraordinary Resources

Join ProQuest on a journey to transform the academic experience through the power of search and a visually engaging interface that simplifies patron workflows. For the first time ever, your library can have access to the world’s largest curated collection of journals, ebooks, dissertations, news and video—all on the user-friendly, responsive, mobile-enabled ProQuest platform.

With ProQuest One Academic, four core multi-disciplinary products are now available and cross-searchable together: ProQuest Central, Academic Complete, Academic Video Online and ProQuest Dissertations and Theses Global.

Check out what’s new in ProQuest One Academic:

- Comprehensive, varied and relevant content across all subject areas including business, science, technology, medicine, nursing, social sciences and humanities
- The latest scholarly journals, including impactful publishers such as The Lancet, BMJ, Nature, Science, New England Journal of Medicine and Journal of International Business Studies
- A critical mass of 150,000 multi-disciplinary ebooks with unlimited, multi-user access, powerful research tools and DRM-free chapter downloads
- 66,000 streaming video titles including documentaries, interviews, performances, news programs, news reels, field recordings and more
- Dissertations and theses that surface original research—often the only source of information on a given topic

More exciting enhancements to the ProQuest platform

Whether they’re faculty, students or researchers, today’s library users need barrier-free access to a wide variety of research materials from a single access point. We’re continuing to invest in the ProQuest platform, home to the world’s largest collection of curated content.

Recent enhancements to the ProQuest platform:

- Redesigned basic search and results pages, making it easier than ever for users to interact with varied content
- Search and read more than a million Ebook Central ebooks (available to Ebook Central subscription customers only)
- Search and watch 66,000 Academic Video Online videos
**ProQuest Central**

The largest multidisciplinary research database keeps growing.

**Academic Video Online**

Your multidisciplinary, comprehensive video solution includes over 66,000 titles, allows you to build your permanent collection with our [Build by Choice (perpetual rights)] feature, and provides a FREE media hosting service.

Learn more at [www.alexanderstreet.com/avon](http://www.alexanderstreet.com/avon)

**Publicly Available Content Database**

Using open-access content exposes researchers to multiple challenges, including potentially unreliable sources and having to search multiple databases to get the right content. That’s why ProQuest has a new database that makes it easier for researchers to find reliable open-access scholarly content—all without leaving the ProQuest platform.

The new Publicly Available Content Database brings together, or links to, full text for published open-access content and preprints from hundreds of sources from around the world. Thousands of open-access titles are available in the database today, with more being added. The database has been added to ProQuest Central, and other ProQuest customers can also add it to their subscriptions for no additional cost by request.

**Researchers can:**

- Discover the latest research in context with premium content
- Easily identify open-access content
- Access content without authenticating
- Link to external open-access content from citation records

**More than 3,000 new videos were added in 2018 from well-known content providers, including:**

- Sony Pictures Classics
- Annenberg Learner
- BroadwayHD™
- Contemporary Arts Media
- Milestone Films
- Shortcuts TV
- Marquee Arts
- For Dummies™
- Royal Shakespeare Company
- CreativeLive

**Coming in 2019:**

- More than 1,500 BBC Studios educational titles
- BBC Landmark videos
- Dow Jones content
- ...and more

**Full-text content added in the last year includes:**

- Over 850 scholarly journals
- 100,000 additional dissertations, with 250,000 total now available
- More newspapers including: *Le Parisien*, *El Pais* and *The Korea Times*
- 1 million new working papers from arXiv.org
- Thousands of extra case studies from providers including BMJ
- Coming very soon:  **Seven new SciTech databases** covering aerospace, agriculture, biology, earth sciences, engineering, environmental science and materials science

**COMING SOON!**
Literature Online

An award-winning resource for all aspects of literary research and teaching, Literature Online continues to expand its reach. The largest library of online texts spans over 350,000 works of poetry, prose and drama. An ever-growing collection of full-text journals and reference material, including the addition of 300 volumes of Cambridge Companions to Literature, helps to contextualize primary works and authors.

Enhancements Coming Soon: Literature Online on the ProQuest platform

In early 2019 Literature Online will be available on the main ProQuest platform and cross-searchable with ProQuest journals, newspapers, dissertations and other relevant content. This new site will be available in parallel with the legacy Literature Online user experience until August 1, 2019.

Notable features include:

- The ability to cross-search a plethora of relevant ProQuest content
- New user-driven enhancements, such as improvements to author pages to better support the use cases of literature users
- Improved filtering facets to help users find pertinent information

Diverse Voices

The premier tool for the study of literature, Literature Online is available in core and premium versions. Literature Online Premium expands the diversity of your literature library with new thematic collections. Black Writing and World Literature Collections together feature an additional 120,000 works and 1 million pages that contribute thousands more rare and hard to find texts—adding greater perspective to all aspects of literary study.
Music and Dance Online

Music and Dance Online is a multimedia resource for students, scholars, and music researchers that covers hundreds of genres from alternative rock to zydeco and from alternative dance to operatic arias. It is comprehensive and delivers a large, diverse catalog of music content in a wide range of formats including scores, reference, and high definition audio and video.

Recent updates to Music and Dance Online:

- Audio content expanded with an additional 447 albums and 7,500 tracks
- Scores added include 364 titles and 21,000 pages
- New works and editions added from Faber Music and Ernst Eulenburg & Co. (Schott)
- Dance Studies Collection now includes exclusive access to the complete run of Dance Magazine (1927-present) in full text

Theatre and Drama Premium

All the world’s a stage and Theatre and Drama Premium has everything you need to study the dramatic arts, from the spotlight to behind the scenes. It provides the tools and content that faculty and students need to discover, teach and interpret all aspects of performance. Theatre and Drama Premium bridges the common gap between literature and theatre departments, serving students and faculty in many disciplines, such as theatre, literature, performance studies, theatrical design, dramatic writing and much more.

Recent updates to Theatre and Drama Premium:

- **Black Drama, Third Edition**: Impressive contemporary updates of works published in 2017-2018 were added, including works by Kara Lee Corthron and Angelica Chéri and a collection of plays called Black Lives Black Words edited by Reginald Edmund
- **Contemporary World Drama**: New titles published in 2017 from Oberon Books include And Here I Am by Iraqi playwright Hassan Abdulrazzak and Petrol Station by Kuwaiti playwright Sulayman Al-Bassam
- **Performance Design Archive Online**: 46 unique Taylor & Francis titles on general and specific aspects of design were added to the collection, as well as the personal papers and designs of award-winning British costume designer Deirdre Clancy
Early European Books

An extraordinary and definitive resource in its category, Early European Books provides unlimited access to thousands of pre-1701 books and rare incunabula printed in Europe. Developed and produced in collaboration with scholars, rare book librarians, bibliographers and other experts, Early European Books offers millions of fully searchable pages scanned directly from the original printed sources in high resolution and full color. Each item is captured in its entirety, complete with binding, edges, endpapers, blank pages and any loose inserts. Early European Books moved to the ProQuest platform in late summer 2018 and is searchable with other ProQuest content.

What’s new in Early European Books:

Early European Books Collection 14 marks a return to the holdings of the prestigious Bibliothèque nationale de France in Paris. Drawing from three of the library’s many extensive departments—Philosophie, histoire, sciences de l’homme, the Département Sciences et techniques and La Réserve des Livres Rare—the collection presents a selection of titles strongly focused on the themes of philosophy, medicine and science.

History Vault: Pinkerton’s National Detective Agency Records

During its colorful 150-year history, Pinkerton’s National Detective Agency, the oldest company of private investigators in the United States, pursued some of the nation’s most notorious criminals. The records of Pinkerton’s National Detective Agency present many exciting, exclusive research opportunities in criminology, sociology, the history of law enforcement and labor relations.

This immersive, digitized collection includes:

- The Administrative File: An excellent overview of the history of the agency. Includes documents covering their most famous cases
- The Criminal Case Files: Correspondence for cases, reports from operatives, mug shots, reward notices and wanted posters. This includes the exciting pursuit of Butch Cassidy, the Sundance Kid (Harry Longabaugh) and the Wild Bunch Gang; the work of agent James McParland in infiltrating the Molly Maguires; and Allan Pinkerton’s role in thwarting the 1861 assassination plot against Abraham Lincoln


This expert module focuses on the diplomatic, legal and political maneuvering during and after World War II regarding German art looting in Europe and subsequently the recovery of cultural objects dispersed during World War II. As an art-focused historical collection, it also documents the efforts by the U.S. and other Allied Powers to prevent the secreting of Axis assets in Latin America and other regions.

Unique features include:

- The looted art documents which disclose the negotiations and litigation for return of items to legitimate owners
- Paramount cases, including Swiss claims for property seized by the U.S. in 1942 under the Trading with the Enemy Act, and the Interhandel Case involving Interhandel-owned stock in the General Aniline & Film Corporation
Global Issues Library

Our Global Issues Library goes beyond news reports and bite-sized snippets to support comprehensive, in-depth contextual and historical teachings, as well as research in five cross-searchable collections. This growing multimedia collection currently has over 18,000 documents and 690 videos and features primary sources, essays, case studies, commentary, documentary videos, and historical news footage to analyze issues from multiple angles.

Recent updates to Global Issues Library

- **Security Issues Online**: Historical context and resources on key past and present global crises with a focus on pivotal threats including terrorism, cybersecurity, and intelligence.
- **Border and Migration Studies Online**: Original primary sources added from the University of London and the National Archives of the U.K. Documents on Cuba and the U.S.-Mexico border added from the National Archives and Records Administration.
- **Environmental Issues Online**: Comprehensive updates include EPA public hearing documents on DDT and water-related materials from Colorado State University.
- **Human Rights Studies Online**: Unique updates include titles from Cambridge University Press and Routledge on war crimes and genocide.
- **Revolution and Protests Online**: Full updates include titles from University of California Press and State University of New York Press on the Arab Uprising and the Iranian Revolution.


This rich collection of U.S. government records documents nuclear nonproliferation policy during a formative period. It traces the creation of the major institutions and agreements that make up the international nonproliferation system, including the International Atomic Energy Agency, the first iteration of the IAEA safeguards system and the negotiation of the Nonproliferation Treaty.

The collection also details the U.S. government’s concern about emerging nuclear weapons states—the “Nth Country Problem”—and its efforts to monitor nuclear activities in China, France, India, Israel and elsewhere. Another important topic explored is the diplomatic effort to find a nuclear role within NATO for West Germany to deter possible German interest in an independent weapons capability. Solving that problem was essential to the breakthrough in the NPT negotiations during 1966-1967.


Since the overthrow of the U.S.-backed Shah and the subsequent hostage crisis in 1979, Iran has been widely considered a pariah state and a major foreign policy challenge for the United States. Yet, every American president since then has sought to establish ties with the Islamic Republic. This collection traces the arc of this unusual relationship from its darkest points to the signing of the controversial nuclear accord in 2015. The continuing relevance of U.S.-Iran relations and the issues explored here will make this set a vital resource for scholars and students for the foreseeable future.

Social Science
Twentieth Century Religious Thought Library: Volume IV, Eastern Religions

Our Twentieth Century Religious Thought Library offers curated selections of foundational writings, contextual monographs and archival content of leading religious thinkers and writers of Christianity, Islam, Judaism and now Eastern Religions. Volume IV details Eastern Religions’ evolution—including Buddhism, Hinduism, Taoism and Jainism—from the late 19th century through the 21st century.

Noteworthy content highlights:

- Themes such as Dharma, Karma, Maya, Incarnation, Afterlife, Meditation, Mindfulness and Zen
- New World Library content includes works by Alan Watts such as Still the Mind: An Introduction to Meditation and The Meaning of Happiness
- University of California Press offerings include Dalai Lama’s My Tibet and Shunryu Suzuki’s Branching Streams Flow in the Darkness: Zen Talks on the Sandokai
- Cambridge University Press titles include Môhan Wijayaratna’s Buddhist Monastic Life: According to the Texts of the Theravada Tradition and Swami Paramtattvadas’s An Introduction to Swaminarayan Hindu Theology

Youth and Popular Culture

One of our newest collections, Youth and Popular Culture includes rare journals and a selection of videos that explores the emergence and evolution of youth culture, interplay between youth and popular culture, youth involvement in resistance and subcultures, youth movements and the shifting portrayal of youth in the media.

Diverse themes include:

- Coming of age
- Consumer culture
- Countercultures
- Influence of media and technology on youth
- Race and youth culture
- Sexuality, dating
- Student revolt and subcultures of resistance
- Youth and gender (feminism and masculinity)

Ethnographic Video Series Online, Teaching Edition

An answer for anthropology teachers and faculty, Ethnographic Video Online, Teaching Edition is a curriculum-aligned collection of videos and thematic topics carefully curated to support the teaching of introductory anthropology courses. Each video and thematic topic within this collection is accompanied by a teaching guide providing background information, lesson plans and classroom exercises and activities. A variety of meaningful themes are discussed including family and kinship, gender roles, cultural identity, belief systems and other topics centered around diversity, change, and culture.

All teaching material within this collection are created by the Education Committee of the Royal Anthropological Institute. Ethnographic Video Series Online is part of the Anthropology Research Library, the largest collection of ethnographic primary sources supporting students’ first-hand engagement with human diversity around the world.
ProQuest Historical Newspapers: Regional Collections

ProQuest Historical Newspapers now includes six new regional collections, each featuring important titles covering a specific region of the United States. These regional collections, many with titles going back hundreds of years, give your users insight into everything from local government decisions to historic moments that may not have been reported anywhere else.

With this new perspective, you can explore small-town reactions to global, world-changing events, as well as access centuries of birth, death and marriage records.

Other exciting regional highlights:

- Trace the origins of a championship-winning sports team
- Dig into the local and regional news that’s critical for research, history and genealogy, much of which was never reported in national and international dailies

Regional collections new titles through June 2019 include:

- Midwest Collection
  - Chillicothe Gazette 1862-2011
  - Journal and Courier (Lafayette, IN) 1920-2011
  - Lancaster Eagle-Gazette 1915-2011
  - The Marion Star 1878-2011
  - Marshfield News-Herald 1889-2006
  - News Herald (Port Clinton, OH) 1967-2011
  - News Journal (Marion, OH) 1909-2011
  - Oshkosh Northwestern 1875-2006
  - The Sheboygan Press 1911-2005

- North Central Collection
  - Fort Collins Coloradoan*
  - Iowa City Press Citizen 1965-2008
  - Springfield News-Leader 1987-2011
  - St. Cloud Times 1928-2011

- Northeast Collection
  - The Daily Journal (Vineland, NJ) 1925-2011
  - Daily Record (Morristown, NJ) 1974-2012
  - Home News Tribune (New Brunswick, NJ) 1903-2009
  - The Journal News (White Plains, NY)*
  - New York Daily News*
  - Pittsburgh Press 1960-2001

- South Central Collection
  - The Clarion-Ledger 1923-2009
  - Daily World (Opelousas, LA) 1939-2012
  - Hattiesburg American 1940-2013
  - The News-Star (Monroe, LA)*

- Southeast Collection
  - Asheville Citizen-Times 1873-2009
  - The Daily News-Journal (Murfreesboro, TN)*
  - The Daily Times (Salisbury, MD) 1913-2011
  - Florida Today 1968-2006
  - The Jackson Sun*
  - Palm Beach Daily News 1976-2011
  - Pensacola News Journal 1956-2011
  - South Florida Sun-Sentinel 1925-2000
  - The Tampa Tribune 1895-2016

- West Collection
  - The Desert Sun (Palm Springs, CA)*
  - The Salinas Californian*
  - Tulare Advance-Register*
  - Visalia Times-Delta*

*Dates TBA
Business Resources

ABI Collection

We’ve recently added a wealth of new content to the ABI Collection, including:

- More than 70 scholarly journals, such as the Journal of Big Data (Springer) and Management & Organization Review (Cambridge University Press)
- Key business magazines such as MoneySense, Maclean’s and Dealer Magazine
- Newswires including Bloomberg and WSJ Pro
- News report sets including Plunkett Corporate Benchmarking Reports
- Economic visualizations from Charting Economy
- Updating content consistently means there are now over 50,000 dissertations and 20,000 conference papers

Science & Technology Resources

The Newest in Science & Technology

ProQuest’s Science & Technology collections bring together cost-effective full-text and comprehensive A&I content across hundreds of subject areas covering all crucial branches of sciences.

Important updates to the collection:

- 134 full-text titles with ongoing full-text from high-impact publishers disseminating the latest scientific findings from around the world, including the Meteorological Society, Cambridge University Press, Oxford University Press, EDP Sciences and many others
- Expert A&I coverage from 800 newly indexed peer-reviewed journals, books, conference proceedings and other ongoing content types to help researchers stay updated
- Over 30,000 recently published dissertations in full text, bringing the total in the Science & Technology Premium Collection to over a massive 125,000 graduate works. Many include results of lab experiments, field work, surveys and statistics in the form of datasets, graphs, tables and figures. These dissertations also add context to supporting journal articles with often hard-to-find data, including negative results
Medical & Nursing Resources

Behavioral and Mental Health Online

This comprehensive resource for behavioral and mental health programs includes thousands of videos and pages of text.

Get access to:

- Clinical mental health demonstrations
- Video of real therapy sessions
- DSM-5th/ICD-10 content and reference works
- Documentaries on the human condition
- Psychotherapy transcripts and client narratives
- Psychological experiments

Explore more at www.alexanderstreet.com/bmho

Nursing and Mental Health in Video

Prepare your students to assess and manage mental health issues that often present themselves alongside physical conditions.

This exclusive and growing collection includes:

- 240 videos of the most common mental health disorders nurses may encounter, including schizophrenia, bipolar, opioid use, and more
- Coming soon: series on human trafficking, sexual assault, adolescent depression and suicidal ideation

Explore more at www.alexanderstreet.com/nmhv

Nursing Education in Video: Second Edition

This collection features 500 full-length demonstration training videos designed to help nursing students improve their clinical skills.

Now includes:

- Dementia Behavior Management
- The Respiratory System
- The Cardiovascular System, Part I
- The Digestive System
- The Nervous System
- The Integumentary System
- Head and Neck, Mouth and Throat Assessment

Explore more at www.alexanderstreet.com/mc2e

ProQuest Health & Medical Collections

Explore a breadth of scholarly literature, accredited training videos and clinical reference materials.

What's new:

- 50 peer-reviewed journals with ongoing full-text from Elsevier, Oxford University Press, Taylor & Francis and others
- 26 Oxford handbooks in nursing
- Thousands of articles and reports from providers like Elsevier, BMJ, RCNi and Karger
- Over 40,000 recently published dissertations
Ebook Central

With more than 1 million ebooks—including scholarly, multidisciplinary content from 750 distinguished publishers—Ebook Central is the ideal ebook platform for both librarians and researchers. Ebook Central offers an unmatched patron experience, with friendly search parameters, easy-to-find content and book and chapter downloads. Librarians have the power to manage all aspects of their collection through the LibCentral administrative portal, including discovery, selection, acquisition, administration and reporting.

Nearly 120,000 fully DRM-free ebooks

We've never been so excited to say, “No!”
No special e-readers. No required hardware. No restrictions.

With DRM-free, users’ research isn’t interrupted and they can download full ebooks to take with them anywhere.

What’s important about our DRM-free content:

- Participating publishers include Cornell University Press, NYU Press, Australian National University Press, Boydell & Brewer, De Gruyter and Hong Kong University Press
- Titles are available in many of our subscription products, including Academic Complete
- Over 200 publishers’ full Ebook Central* catalog is available as DRM-free

*Named 2018 Reader’s Choice Most Improved Product at the Charleston Conference
Academic Complete

The foundational ebook subscription for researchers features exclusive content from top publishers, a high title retention rate and unlimited, restriction-free full ebook downloads for thousands of titles.

What's new for subscribers:

• 22,000 titles now fully DRM-free
• Nearly 13,000 titles added in 2018, including 300 from John Wiley, 170 from de Gruyter, 800 from Cambridge University Press and 1,800 from University of Toronto Press
• Altmetrics badge to inform researchers of all online activity regarding a specific ebook and help identify which titles might be more scholarly in nature

Enhanced accessibility for all patrons

Designed to meet Level AA of W3C Web Content Accessibility Guidelines (WCAG 2.0), Ebook Central promotes simplified access to all users with features such as:

• Certification for use with major screen readers (JAWS and VoiceOver) for reading the contents of a web or ebook reader page aloud
• Browser magnification increasing the entire screen to make text more visible
• Keyboard navigation so that pages can be navigated without the use of a mouse
• Book content formatted to be readable online and offline

Patrons are empowered to turn on accessibility functionality themselves with their screen reader—no librarian or tech support is needed—ensuring that students and researchers have convenient access to the tools they need for success—anytime, anywhere.

OASIS

Take a fresh look at OASIS!

OASIS is ProQuest’s web-based ordering platform used by academic librarians to find and acquire the needed print books, electronic books and streaming videos for researchers and faculty. Shelf-ready library services for print materials complete our solution for selection and acquisition librarians.

Recent upgrades to OASIS:

• Modern design and improved functionality
• 14 publisher-direct platforms provide one access point for all content
• New API integration between OASIS and Ex Libris Alma reduces manual work between systems
• Massive database of 38 million print titles, 2 million electronic titles and 36,000 streaming videos offers the most complete search for selection
• More “In Stock” titles provide quick turnaround on print orders

COMING SOON! New Checkout experience and more design enhancements coming in 2019
O'Reilly for Higher Education

It's much more than books!

The platform includes more than 35,000 book titles, plus over 30,000 hours of video, proven learning paths, case studies, interactive tutorials, audiobooks and videos from O'Reilly's global conferences. Your students get exclusive access to O'Reilly content and resources from more than 250 of the world’s best publishers.

O'Reilly for Higher Education delivers:

- Multi-modal delivery from a single platform
- Unlimited multi-user access for all enrolled students
- Complete access to all content
- Intuitive interface with all-in-one access to personalized learning, interactive classes and a robust discovery engine
- Easy-to-use mobile app, with offline learning for easy answers on the go
- Learning resources for emerging career fields like big data, artificial intelligence and gaming
- User-friendly administrative dashboards to help librarians manage data and track usage

Syndetics Unbound is now integrated in Books in Print and RCL

Help researchers find what they’re looking for, even if they didn’t know it existed.

Make over your library catalog and pave your users’ path to research breakthroughs. Academic and public libraries around the world are embracing the industry’s best catalog enrichment solution to improve discovery and help students, faculty and patrons expand their research horizons.

Syndetics Unbound has now been integrated in Books in Print and Resources for College Libraries (RCL).

- Recommendations from the world of books, combined with the powerful search and discovery of the most trusted and authoritative source of bibliographic information, Books in Print
- Resources for College Libraries, now featuring Syndetics Unbound, combines core titles that are essential for undergraduate study with recommendations, including You May Also Like and More by this Author, to create an unparalleled research tool
The Ex Libris Higher-Ed Cloud Platform transforms library management, research, discovery and student engagement.

**Alma**

Alma is a cloud-based library services platform that manages all resource types: electronic, print and digital. Alma consolidates processes such as acquisitions, purchasing, e-resource activation and digitization for improved library efficiency, which allows the library staff to drive new services and focus on new areas of value. Alma also supports evidence-based decision making via advanced analytics for optimizing the library’s collections.

**What's new with Alma:**

- Introducing DARA, our newest Data Analysis Recommendation Assistant. Based on machine learning technologies, Alma is the first library services platform that introduces smart recommendation to its community.
- User interface with improved operational efficiency and simplicity
- Mobile app so that librarians can roam the floor and still work with Alma
- Linked data with Alma can enrich bibliographic records with well-known URLs
- Benchmark analytics for libraries to become more efficient by comparing themselves to peer institutions
- A full-blown Unified Digital Management solution with support for IR and special collections

**Primo**

Maximize the exposure of your library collections, and provide students and researchers with fast access to scholarly materials and intuitive ways to explore new content. Primo seamlessly integrates with a wide range of library and academic systems via open APIs for end-to-end, efficient workflows.

**What's new with Primo:**

- Primo and Alma integration improvements increases library productivity
- Citation Style Language (CSL) integration allows the use of more citation formats
- Browse the Database by Categories feature enhances database exposure and exploration
- New Primo Central collection activation design increases efficiency
- Primo Central collection activation new design increases efficiency
- Leganto integration improvements allow navigation and access to course reading lists

**Summon**

Effortlessly enable your patrons to uncover research resources through a simple, proven solution. Carefully designed to meet both users’ and librarians’ needs, Summon improves the discovery of library collections and additional recommended resources. Leverage robust capabilities through an out-of-the-box interface or an API, flexible customization options and easy-to-use administration tools.

**What's new with Summon:**

- Course reserves can be searched for and displayed
- Saved Searches option includes both Microsoft OneDrive and Google Drive
- Citation trail expands content exploration opportunities
- Enhanced autocomplete delivers recommendations from popular searches
- Oxford University Press reference content enhances Topic Explorer
- Leganto integration bridges discovery with course resource list management
Esploro

Esploro helps institutions maximize visibility, efficiency and compliance in research activities. It does this by systematically capturing, managing and disseminating research output and data, as well as leveraging library expertise and technology.

**What's new with Esploro:**

- Comprehensive research assets in one connected place
- Automated capture from external sources
- Enrichment of metadata
- Data exposure via discovery and institutional portals
- Automated update of researcher profiles
- Research metrics and benchmarks

Leganto

Leganto makes it easy to create, access and manage course resource lists, as well as save costs for students and schools. Instructors can build, maintain and share resource lists that include all material types, librarians can provide resources more efficiently and scale up to support more courses and students can access all course materials in one place and from any device.

**What's new with Leganto:**

- Pay-per-use licensing capabilities to save students and library expenses on unused resources
- Enhanced integration with Alma workflows for faster and easier reading list fulfilment
- Learning effectiveness indications and suggestions
- Enriched analytics dashboard
- Enhanced responsive mobile support

campusM

Have it all in the palm of your hand! This mobile-first student engagement platform enables educational institutions to deliver personalized services and information to prospective, enrolled and graduating students and other campus audiences. campusM delivers native apps and web portals that span academic, administrative and social activities on campus, including course schedules, grades, maps, library services and more.

**What's new with campusM:**

- campusM Attendance delivers a pain-free, flexible and highly configurable attendance capture solution as part of the integrated campusM experience
- Creative Studio offers a true drag-and-drop content management component which allows content owners to create engaging content in just minutes, and publish it through the app in seconds
- Impressive enhanced user experience includes home screen personalization, personalized notifications, blended calendars and location-sensitive campus maps
- Monthly releases provide users with enhancements available on a monthly basis

Rosetta

Rosetta is a mature and proven digital preservation solution, serving as the digital repository backbone for many institutions as a central part of their strategy.

**What's new in Rosetta:**

- Improved images delivery: IIIF support and new IE viewer
- Search for SIPs during the ingest stage
- Support for Metadata Extractor Script Plugins
- New user interface
- Bulk operations in the technical analyst workbench
- PREMIS 3 compliance and IXIF support
- Simplified workflows
For institutions of higher education that want students and researchers to produce better, more accurate papers, the RefWorks reference manager simplifies the process of research, collaboration, data organization and writing. RefWorks is easy to use, produces authoritative citations, provides round-the-clock support and, as an entirely cloud-based solution, requires no syncing.

**What's new in RefWorks:**

- Over 13,000 citation styles added, along with the addition of Citation Style Language (CSL)
- DOI integration to provide precise reference information for journals using the Summon’s database
- Improved recommendations tool provides additional references for researchers based on the subject searched
- Continued enhancement on “Projects” for multiple accounts in systematic review

RefWorks

Pivot productively connects researchers to financial support by leveraging the most comprehensive global source of sponsored funding opportunities, coupled with scholarly profiles that will match researchers with financial partners and collaborators.

**What's new in Pivot:**

- Internal funding: Administrators can now add their institution’s internal funding into Pivot, allowing users to find both internal funding along with other funding opportunities in the same tool
- Custom branding: Allows research administrators to easily customize the Pivot interface to reflect the institution’s logo, branding and color scheme
- Efficient workflows: Improved workflows for reviewing profiles of potential collaborators and sharing opportunities with potential matches
- Newsletters, funding alerts and search widgets

Pivot

**Resources for Schools and Public Libraries**

Based on feedback from customers and user analytics, SIRS® Issues Researcher and SIRS Discoverer® will be upgraded in mid-2019 to better support the needs of student researchers.

**SIRS® Products**

**Upgraded benefits coming soon:**

- Easier discovery of topic pages via search, and a list of trending topics on the home page
- New biographies feature in SIRS Discoverer®
- A mobile-friendly interface tailored to skills and behaviors of novice researchers
- Ability to cross-search SIRS® with other ProQuest products
- A consistent user experience across SIRS® products
- Higher prioritization in search results of documents users are likely to find most useful
- Integration with Microsoft OneDrive

Stay tuned for details about the timing of the product upgrade.
The recently upgraded eLibrary helps simplify the research process. It delivers one of the largest collections of periodical and digital media content editorially selected to support novice researchers. eLibrary can be accessed via a custom Guided Research application or via the ProQuest platform.

**Recent updates to eLibrary:**

- 120+ new and timely research topics, for more than 11,200 topics
- 36 new publications for a total of more than 2,000. New publications include Bookforum, Bloomberg Wire Service, Occupational Outlook Handbook, Hidden Brain, Planet Money, Washington Post Online and Politico
- More than 6.3 million new documents for a total of more than 160 billion
- 36 curriculum standards updated for 19 states

CultureGrams is a leading reference for concise and reliable cultural information on the countries of the world. Individual reports covering 200+ countries, all 50 United States, and the Canadian provinces are written and reviewed by in-country experts and are updated as new information becomes available.

**Recent updates to CultureGrams:**

- 800+ new photos (out of 10,000+) and 72 new slideshows (out of 900+ total slideshows) from contributors across the globe including a selection of photos from National Geographic
- 22 new interviews (out of 400+ total) of both adults and children provide an intimate glimpse into what daily life is like for people in particular countries
- 90+ new videos (out of 700+ total) from footage submitted by international contributors highlight many aspects of daily life and culture

Fold3 Library Edition by Ancestry

Ideal for genealogists, veterans and their families, teachers, and military enthusiasts, Fold3 is a premier collection of 538 million records of primary source historical military records and unique content that includes service records, biographies, photos, personal documents and more.

**Recent updates to Fold3:**

- Additions to World War II draft registration cards, including registration cards and images from four new states, representing a significant portion of the U.S. male population
- Draft registration cards provide vital information, including name, residence, age, place of birth, employer, physical characteristics and other information
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